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Inside Track
Netflix Slams NRA and Gun Rights With Blasphemous Cartoon

YouTube
As NewsBusters reported March 17, “The liberal fever dream of disarming lawful gun owners came
through in Season Three of Netflix’s Paradise P.D. Along with attacking gun rights, it was also
blasphemous against Christianity, featuring a video of a gun-wielding Jesus that turns into a porno.”

“The crazy, over-the-top animated series was released on March 12 and took on the topic by ridiculing
white male gun owners for using guns as a replacement for testosterone in Episode 4, titled ‘Trigger
Warning,’” the site continued. “Paradise’s police chief confesses to needing a gun to get an erection and
the head of the NRA says the initials stand for Nards Removed Association.”

Among other things, the episode portrays a tour of the NRA, which “includes a gun pit with a dead kid
buried in it and the corpse of Charlton Heston used as a statue, complete with a quote — ‘Pry this gun
from my cold, dead hands and win a Republican Senate seat,’” NewsBusters also relates. “The head of
the NRA, Mr. Chip F[***]-Yeah, shows them a video using Jesus as a prop to show how ‘guns make a
better world.’ The video is horrifically offensive, with Jesus coming down from the Cross to kill his
persecutors with machine guns then have sex with two women.” 

Moreover, the “guns take on the personality of their owners,” NewsBusters further informs about the
episode. “The NRA programs them to shoot anyone deemed a threat. When a black officer walks into
the room, for example, the guns turn on him.”

The only good news is that this propaganda is so over the top that it may not be as effective as its
immature writers would like. 

Christians and “right-wingers” are targeted today not because they’re a threat, but partially because
they’re not a threat, at least not physically. The Left is greatly threatened, however, by the moral
standard Christianity upholds, for its resurrection would mean the imperilment of their cherished
sexual devolutionary passions and addictions.
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Lockdowns Cost More Lives Than They Save

LucaLorenzelli/iStock/Getty Images Plus
The evidence that lockdowns have prevented COVID-19 deaths is “inconclusive” at best, avers City
Journal columnist John Tierney in a March 21 article. “But one effect is clear: more deaths from other
causes, especially among the young and middle-aged, minorities, and the less affluent.”

Tierney marshals an array of indisputable evidence to bolster his contentions. He is especially
interested in whether the lockdowns led to an increase or decrease in excess mortality, the number of
deaths in one year that one would not expect based on trends in previous years. “That measure rose
among older Americans because of Covid-19,” he notes, “but it rose at an even sharper rate among
people aged 15 to 54, and most of those excess deaths were not attributed to the virus.”

There are a variety of reasons for this, most of which can be traced directly to lockdowns. Many people
either were too frightened or were unable to obtain treatment for serious health issues. “The reported
levels of anxiety, depression, and suicidal thoughts increased dramatically, as did alcohol sales and fatal
drug overdoses,” writes Tierney. Meanwhile, motor-vehicle accident fatalities went through the roof
despite Americans’ staying home much more, probably because of increased substance abuse and
reckless driving on empty roads.

The very people politicians claim to be helping are suffering the most. “The number of excess deaths
not involving Covid-19 has been especially high in U.S. counties with more low-income households and
minority residents, who were disproportionately affected by lockdowns,” pens Tierney. And their
problems aren’t over: Researchers expect the United States to experience more than a million excess
deaths over the next two decades because of unemployment’s lasting effects.

Don’t expect government to solve the problems it created, either. In fact, federal stimulus checks,
supposedly aimed at offsetting the economic effects of the lockdowns, are actually causing an increase
in drug overdoses, county officials in several states recently told Fox News.

Poll: Most Americans View “Cancel Culture” as a Threat to
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Freedom
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A majority of Americans say they view “cancel culture” as a threat to their freedom, according to a new
Harvard CAPS-Harris Poll survey conducted for The Hill and published March 29.

According to the survey, 64 percent of respondents said there is “a growing cancel culture” that is a
threat to their freedom, while 36 percent said they did not view it as a threat to their freedom. 

Additionally, the poll found that 36 percent of Americans said cancel culture is a “big problem,” while
32 percent called it a “moderate problem.” Another 20 percent said it was a “small problem,” and 13
percent said it is “not a problem.”

There is no single accepted definition of the term “cancel culture,” but it is generally used in reference
to unaccountable groups successfully applying pressure to punish someone for perceived wrong
opinions and words or actions deemed offensive. Victims of cancel culture often end up losing their jobs
and/or having their reputations destroyed, and are sometimes harassed, threatened, and even physically
harmed.

One of the most distinctive characteristics of cancel culture is the fact that its adherents are nearly
always progressive liberals. The victims, i.e., those being “canceled,” are typically either conservatives
or libertarians, or just people driven by common sense, knowledge of history, and statistics. Very rarely
is it the other way around. 

Cancel culture certainly has no reservations against operating with double standards. We see
conservative media such as Zero Hedge and the Federalist being pressured by Google to censor their
content and being barred from Google’s ad platform if they don’t. However, this never happens to
mainstream-media outlets that promote acts of violence committed by “woke” leftist forces, no matter
how ugly they are. Twitter and Facebook canceled the president of the United States while keeping
Chinese communists and Islamic fundamentalists and complying with censorship requests from
autocratic governments such as Russia and Turkey. 

The CAPS-Harris Poll survey shows that many Americans are waking up to how bad it really is.
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IMF to Redistribute U.S. Wealth Via Proto-global Currency
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The International Monetary Fund, in cahoots with the Biden administration, is preparing to issue $1
trillion worth of new “Special Drawing Rights” (SDRs), paving the way to replacing the U.S. dollar as
the global reserve currency while redistributing America’s remaining wealth to foreigners and Third
World regimes. It is all part of a much-broader agenda being peddled as the “Great Reset” that will — if
successful — fundamentally transform the world. COVID-19 is merely the pretext.

According to media reports from late March, the Biden Treasury, led by radical activist Janet Yellen, is
so anxious to shower U.S. dollars on foreign nations that it is even working quietly to bypass the U.S.
Congress. Under U.S. law, America’s elected representatives must approve any SDR issuance by the
IMF in which the U.S. government allocates more than $120 billion — the amount of its proportional
stake in the global organization — during any five-year period.

The U.S. share of the new $1 trillion SDR allocation being pushed by the IMF and its allies amounts to
almost $175 billion, triggering the legal requirement for congressional approval. To get around that, the
IMF and Yellen are scheming to break the $1 trillion issuance into two parts. The first batch, to be
issued this year, would amount to $650 billion total — the highest amount possible without Congress.
Part two would come next year.

Special Drawing Rights are basically the proto-global currency issued by the IMF that globalists are
planning to use to replace the U.S. dollar as the global reserve asset held by governments and central
banks. It is based on a basket of currencies including the U.S. dollar, the euro, the Japanese yen, the
British pound, and the Communist Chinese yuan. 

Instead of a Great Reset and a switch to a global currency and global centralization of power, a real
reset to a legitimate U.S. dollar backed by something of value is the only true, sustainable solution to
the economic catastrophe facing humanity.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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